Expert Group on Innovative and Effective Ways to Collect Time-Use Statistics (EG-TUS)

**Meeting Agenda**

9-11 May 2022 – 9-11am (NY time) – virtual meeting

**EG-TUS Chair:** Ms. Patricia Houle, Time Use Survey Manager, Statistics Canada

1. **Opening remarks and objectives of the meeting**

2. **Setting the stage for the revision of the United Nations Guidelines for Producing Time-use statistics**
   - **Objective:** To agree on broad tasks for the Group and related timeline.
   - **Presentation** on the overview of: (a) the current Guidelines (2005); (b) material already finalized and adopted by the Statistical Commission for integration into the revised Guidelines (2023); (c) other relevant available material.

3. **Summary of feedback received by EG-TUS on the OUTLINE of the revised Guidelines (2023)**
   - **Objective:** To take stock of and review inputs and feedback from EG-TUS members on the outline of the Guideline prepared by UNSD in order to agree on the specific implementation steps for changes / edits / amendments of parts.
   - **Presentation** on the results of survey

4. **Discussion on PARTS & annexes (and references) requiring revision based on feedback received from EG-TUS**
   - **Objective:** To take stock of and review inputs and feedback from EG-TUS members on the content of parts of the Guidelines in order to agree on the specific implementation steps for changes / edits in parts of the revised Guidelines

5. **Other matters**
   - Updates from EG-TUS members
   - Discuss the implementation / piloting of the proposed methods
   - Discuss the feedback process on the Guidance note on Unpaid Household Service Work by SWGNA Sub-group on Well-being and Sustainability
   - Support on revision of guideline and HR situation

6. **Way forward for the EG-TUS members and conclusions of the EG-TUS Meeting**
   - **Summary of work priorities and assignments**
   - **Concluding remarks**